Chill Insurance is one of Ireland’s leading insurance online brokers, with an ethos of providing the right policy at the right price. We helped this Irish insurance broker appear in position 1 on google.ie for their most valuable keywords, while driving their organic visibility to new heights with campaign outreach.
OBJECTIVES

The objective of this campaign was to form a relevancy bridge between Chill Insurance and lifestyle/interior influencers, businesses, and publications to provide us with placement opportunities to build on the backlink profile of chill.ie, with a specific focus on home insurance. We had to deliver increases in both organic sessions and goal completions.

HOW WE HELPED

When thinking about concepts for this campaign the team wanted to provide something that was relevant to home insurance, which also appealed to a wider audience and that had relevancy to Ireland specifically.

The concept was ‘Father Ted Reimagined’, in which Father Ted’s living room was redesigned in six interior trends. These 3D rendered images were then placed on the chill.ie blog using unique content. This allowed the concept to be easily shared with potential bloggers and websites, who could use the post as a landing page, ensuring relevance to any post they created.

ASSETS
THE RESULTS

21% INCREASE IN ORGANIC SESSIONS

42% INCREASE IN GOAL COMPLETIONS